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About This Game

Urban Justice is a side scroller fighting game inspired by the genre's classics like Final Fight and Streets of Rage. The game
offers a fast paced, casual gameplay that puts players in Riverden, a city being torn apart by gangs, hooligans and corrupted

government.

With poly style graphics, the game offers a nostalgic look and feel as players fight their way through waves of enemies, kicking
and punching. Earning game coins that can be spent on unlocking new characters with new fighting moves.

In addition to the Story Mode, players can engage in Free Play Skirmish Game Mode and fight endlessly against different types
of enemies on different maps.

Features

• Fast Paced, casual gameplay
• Story game mode

• Free Play game mode
• Unlock multiple characters with different fighting styles

• Poly and Retro style graphics
• Partial Controller support

• Persistent game data across all devices
• No Micro-Transactions for any of the game unlocks
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Title: Urban Justice
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Evil Bunneh
Publisher:
Evil Bunneh
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel 1.2 Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel (R) HD Graphics or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Trex VS Giraffe, Penguins VS Brachiosaurus, Raptors VS Dingoes and all of this in a soccer field with a giant soccer ball...
How do you not already have this game! Come join me in one heck of a soccer match that can only be described as Rocket
League meets Jurassic Park.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzilFcjjcGc. Wonderful game. Arty and smarty. Many "yeh now I get it" moments. One of
the best in this genre.. This is worth the money 100%, its the best game ever!
You better buy this for only 1$ Its so frecking cheap!. A delightful little tale of postpartum depression, bipolar disorder and
alcoholism; 10\/10 recommend @ full price. If you like The Cat Lady you will like this short little story.. The Story Goes On is
a short and fun top down rougelike, which feels similar to Binding of Isaac. The game can be challenging, but connosours of the
genre may find it on the easy side. Overall I would reccomend to players who enjoyed Binding of Issac and can get this game
for a fair price.

Pros
-Fun abilities and unlocks
-Interesting levels and ememies
-Above average graphics
-Good soundtrack
-Good price

Cons
-Short game
-Limited variety of abilities and enemies
-Bosses are pushovers
-Characters are not unique. Start by building an office then drop 4 workers at their desks. A plant and a soda pop machine will
keep them happy. Plop down an elevator when you're ready to build higher.

Now it's time for you to act like a BOSS! Sit back in your chair and say things like "Let's go people, I wanna hear some typing
going on. Let's make some noise! Isn't Frank back from lunch yet? We can't make no money if you people ain't at your desks!
Do you know how much money this company had when you all came in here this morning? Minus 27 dollars! MINUS! Do you
know how much money that plant cost that you all like to look at all day? $1800 dollars. That's right. This is what we're working
for, people. So let's see some enthusiasm here.

Janet, I'll need that report on my desk before you go on your little smoke break. And listen up everybody - the soda pop
machines are for everybody, but I don't want you people congregating around them all day. Can you guys downstairs hear me? I
can't be everywhere at once, so I wanna see some productivity outta you guys down there. George, I'm only seeing single digit
numbers flying out of you, let's shape it up there buddy.

I don't think you people realize just how close we are to declaring bankruptcy. I have a button - it's an actual Bankruptcy Button.
I could push it at any time and put you all out on the street without a job. Karen, put the soda pop down and get back to your
desk. Okay people let's go! Let's make today the day we do one hundred and twelve percent!". I actually really loved this story.
Great characters, fun and entertaining to read through.. The monkey island games really are the gold standard of point and click
adventure games. If you haven't played the monkey island games, and you're spending time on PnC adventures... you're doing it
wrong.
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You can consider this package if you really like Silver Fox like I do. The reason is because you can't purchase the rookie
package twice per account. So before you buy this package, make sure you buy the rookie package first.. i might aswell start this
by saying, i was not happy about playing this.

What got me excited about this game
was that I've been looking for a nice FPS game for a while. I once used to play alot of First Person Shooter's, but went abit away
from it, given i wanted to try out some other types of games -a choice i'm glad i made- but lately I've been missed it, so I asked
around and some of my friends recommended this, so I checked it out in the store, and it was on sale at the time, so I figured,
might as well give it a try.

Storyline:
Global Ops: Commando Libya is based on the typical evil communist\/terrorist and good americans that's saving the world, this
time they are stopping the Arab terrorists from getting their hands on- and using- an atomic bomb which will lead to a
catastrophe, the idea might have the slightest potential, but they do not take advantage of that in this game, it feels abit like it's
just shooting non-stop, dialogs is to be honest pretty bad too, i know that's not the main focus in a FPS(3rd person shooter in this
instanse) game, yet i like when a bit of effort has been put into the storyline, so it's not too uniform,

the AI is just terrible, even at veteran difficulty, at one point i got up, and slowly walked through a small passage with 5 gunmen
shooting directly at me, without any trouble. oh, and when they realised just how pointless their shooting was, they saw it fit to
run directly up in front of me, to block my way.

and as the top of the iceberg every now and again glitches happened, and finally the messed up controls didn't help much.

To sum up:
I do not recommend this game, the AI is aweful, controls are bad (and can't be changed) and storyline is terrible. I give this
game 3\/10 at best i will not be bothered to finish this game given i have lots of good games waiting for me. A brilliant little
metroidvania puzzler in the vein of portal. The story is mediocre, but this is a gem of gameplay.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/V0IMh6dyMjc

I completely forgot to post my first impression video for Mystic Towers. It's fun! Decent controls and that intro music is
amazing! There is a bit of a learning curve and the audio was scratchy (something you get used to from older games).

. I have a review for this game, but I'm going to type a wall of text here in hopes that you can't see my review. Because I think
there's a major point to this game that you can't ever have someone tell you about. I think you have to experience it.. I think you
have to feel it. If you can come to that point on your own, it's a beautiful and amazingly well designed game for a very low price.

The problem is, in my review I'm going to spoil what I believe the "secret" point of this game is. I know some of you will click it
anyways and miss out. But I'm challenging you. Is $2 really so much to pay to believe in another human being? Just please. Trust
me. Don't read the rest of this review until after you've at least played through the game once on your own.

For those of you that insist on seeing it now, or for those of you who have played through once and are back now to read this,
here is my review:

This game is magnificent. It's not amazing as far as gameplay, sound, graphics.. No. It's clearly not meant to be that type of
game, but is any visual novel really about the visuals? They're just an accentuation for the story you're being immersed in.

The point of the game is the reason why I love it. I played the game for about 45 minutes. Just one play through. The first ten to
fifteen minutes, I was treating it like another silly game I didn't care about.. Halfway through I started really getting interested in
the story. It hooks you in and goes from using third person references to saying "You did this. You remember this. You were sad
because." ... without you noticing, the game goes from telling you a story about someone else to engaging you in a story about
yourself.

At some point, I think year seven or so. The stories stop. The family history goes no further. You learn about your parents, how
they met. You learn about yourself. You learn about your brothers, and how you struggled. You learn about your first love and
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how she was your pillar when times got hard. When times became harder she was only there for you more. And then suddenly
the history stops. The GAMEPLAY stops. And you're asked.. there really a reason to balance your life? To prolong your
suffering and loneliness? To keep thinking about things. To keep hoping for another love as deep and fulfilling as the one you
lived.

And at that point I realized. This game lies to you. The game tells you the point is to keep yourself alive as long as possible. And
yes, you can do that for the leaderboards if you like. You can be a robot and experience life in the most optimal way for
survival. Or you can do what you feel is right as you come to terms with death.

In my own final days, I visited many loved relatives and friends. Put aside money for my children, even when I didn't have any.
Went out to theatre and surrounded myself with people I cared for. People stole from me and silly things would bother me.. And
one day the money ran out and I died. I cried a little bit but.. I died living to the fullest.

And that. That is what I think this game is truly about. It's not a grind to live as long as you can. It's only a grind for as long as it
takes for you to realize that grinding your life away is NOT the life you should want to live. At that point the game teaches you
something deep about yourself and allows you to come to terms with human mortality.

For that reason I believe this game is magnificent. But who knows. I might be seeing magic where there is nothing. Perhaps it
wasn't their intention. Regardless, I'm very glad for what I got out of this game.. I'm kind of sad I would have missed it if it
wasn't so cheap.

10 out of 10 . Thank you to the people who worked on this gem.. I really should have researched this game more than I did. If
you want a casual tappy tappy screen time game... then this is for you, bur for those of us that enjoy a nice long strategy game
with multiple ways to build and create, not so much.

Graphics are ok, for a tablet or something, but only allows for a fullscreen resolution... I have a widescreen.

Gameplay is very linear. Tappy screen, and watch for blinky flashy thingy.

TLDR; casual game, not strategy game.. I'd really rather just play it on newgrounds to get rid of 99.99% of all glitches. None of
the NPC's had bodies, only heads. Levelling is extremely slow, I still really like it , just play on newgrounds.. For the price, you
cant beat a good shmup' like Madrobot X, Im honestly suprised more people haven't bought this game. I like the balanced level
progression when it becomes more challenging every level and I love the boss fights, they were well thought out. Extremely well
worth the price. With long gameplay, high replay value for a low price, steam cards and full controller support (I used a xbox
360 controller - perfect and precise movement), it is hard not to recommend this game. If you love indies, what are you waiting
for? This would make a great present for a friend too 10\/10.. Well - content of this is explained pretty easy:

 Useless "prestige" trinkets (uses slot - does nothing)

 The standard charakter hats with candles attached - except for the elf,her's one thats looks at least a bit fancy

 Ingame \/ background music as .wav soundstracks

 A video how the animations got developed

 A drawn map of \u00fcberschreik (don't bother it, its not really connected to anyting ingame related imo)

 AND  - actually the only good thing - an vermintide artbook PDF with original scatches and mockups (which kind of
depresses me every time i give it a look due to the fact that fatshark missed so much content or implemented it a lot less
fancy :-[ )

Dont get me wrong - the main game is mostly good (i have almost 800 hours playtime atm)
but this DLC is just completely overpriced and pretty much useless. Art is 100% retro pixel and looks good, while gameplay
is not smooth with huge pauses between eneimies and kind of boring.
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Also, feeles like some intro are missing (for example mission 2 when you kill this blueish sword guy).
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